[1] The epsilon solar wind-magnetosphere coupling function was used to estimate the rate at which energy from the solar wind was being dissipated in the inner magnetosphere and ionosphere. The Geotail CPI ion and electron data sets showed that the average percentage of this energy that was carried earthward by energetic particles at |z| < 2.5 R E in the central plasma sheet increased from approximately zero at x = À28 R E to 25% at x = À10 R E when epsilon was high. Much of this increase was attributed to the adiabatic energization of particles as flux tubes collapsed following reconnection events. The Geotail magnetometer and CPI ion data sets also were used to estimate the average electric fields and currents. These parameters provided an alternative viewpoint from which to examine particle energization. The parallel volume current density exhibited a stronger dependence on epsilon than did the perpendicular sheet current density. During disturbed times, a maximum of the parallel current density at a fixed x, y location existed at a distance of $3 R E from the neutral sheet. A strong dawn-dusk asymmetry was seen in the long-term averaged region 1 field-aligned currents. The ratio of upgoing dusk side to downgoing dawn side currents at the same x was $1.7 throughout the portion of the plasma sheet that could be studied, and was seen during both quiet and disturbed conditions. Previous papers showed that most of this excess upgoing dusk side parallel current was closed through connections to a dusk side downgoing region 0 current system.
Introduction
[2] Kaufmann and Paterson [2008] , hereafter referred to as paper 1, used data sorted according to the direction of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and a parameter related to the ion total bulk flow velocity vector
to study long-term averaged energy transport in the plasma sheet, where f i (v) is the measured ion single particle velocity distribution function normalized so that
is the ion number density.
[3] Kaufmann et al. [2003] , hereafter referred to as paper 2, used Ampere's law and data sorted according to the IMF direction to study long-term averaged field-aligned (Birkeland) currents in the plasma sheet. The same procedures were used in the present paper to examine data that were sorted according to the magnitude of a solar windmagnetosphere coupling function.
[4] The extension of paper 1 is described in section 2. The goal was to determine what fraction of the energy dissipated in the inner magnetosphere and ionosphere was being carried earthward by energetic particle transport within the central plasma sheet (CPS) . In this paper, the À30 < x < À8 R E , À15 < y < 15 R E , À2.5 < z < 2.5 R E region will be referred to as the CPS. The coupling function ɛ was selected because it was specifically developed to provide a quantitative estimate of this particular energy dissipation rate [Perreault and Akasofu, 1978; Kan and Lee, 1979; Akasofu, 1981; 1983] . More details about ɛ and of several other coupling functions are examined in Appendix A.
[5] The extension of paper 2, describing the dependence on ɛ of perpendicular and parallel electric currents measured within the CPS, is developed in section 3. The procedures used here produced long-term averaged 3-D models of many measured plasma sheet parameters. The energy transport rate, electric field and electric current density produced quantitative results that could not be deduced from previous findings. The electric current and the energy budget are closely related, and are discussed in section 4.3.
[6] A discussion of the results and a summary are presented in section 4. Data used in this paper came from the Comprehensive Plasma Instrumentation (CPI) [Frank et al., 1994] and the magnetometer [Kokubun et al., 1994] on the Geotail satellite.
Energy Fluxes

Data Analysis and Energy Transport Terms
[7] The Geotail trajectory in aberrated GSM coordinates was used as the satellite's x, y location. The perpendicular distance z between the satellite and the magnetotail neutral sheet was calculated using the assumption of long-term averaged force balance in the x direction, as described by Kaufmann et al. [2001] and in paper 1. The x, y box sizes were 6 Â 6 R E . Data from the northern and southern hemispheres were combined to reduce statistical errors. Paper 2 showed that this is reasonable because data sets that included observations for all IMF directions exhibited northsouth symmetry. The ion data used did not distinguish between species, so it was assumed that only H + ions were present. The 64 ion and electron detector energy channels were centered between 1.3 eV and 48 keV, and had a nominal energy resolution of DE/E = 0.1 [Frank et al., Figure 1 . The particle thermal energy flux density is shown at four z locations in the CPS when the 1/2 h averaged ɛ was high. 1994]. Section 2.1 of Kaufmann and Paterson [2008] showed that errors in the ion heat flow vector q i , which is a third moment of the ion velocity and as such is the parameter most sensitive to a high-energy cutoff, depended strongly upon this cutoff only in the x, y box centered at x = À10 R E , y = 0, which is the box closest to the Earth.
[8] The satellite data were sorted into three subsets containing roughly equal numbers of data points. The subset labeled low ɛ used only data taken with an average ɛ < 20 GW during the preceding time interval Dt, the moderate ɛ subset used data with an average 20 GW < ɛ < 100 GW, and the high-ɛ subset used data with an average ɛ > 100 GW. Averages using Dt = 1/2, 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 h were used. The particular parameters examined here showed little Dt dependence, though other parameters did. For example, several hours of quiet northward IMF were needed to fully develop a cold dense plasma sheet [Terasawa et al., 1997; Wing et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2007] .
[9] Figure 1 shows an approximation to the nonrelativistic particle thermal energy flux density, or the thermal energy flowing per second through a unit area
in W/m 2 using SI units and based on measurements made at |z| < 0.3 R E and in the next three z-boxes, centered at |z| = 0.5, 1.1, and 2.0 R E . This approximation neglects any correlations of the isotropic ion plus electron pressure P, which involve second moments of the velocity, with V i , a first-order velocity moment. The electron bulk velocity is so much smaller than the electron thermal velocity that it could not be measured directly with sufficient accuracy [Kaufmann et al., 2001] . Figure 1 is based on data taken when the average value of ɛ during the half hour before the observation was in the high range.
[10] It was shown in Figure 4 of paper 1 that the average Q T was at least ten times larger than both the 10-year averaged bulk energy flow per second through a unit area
and the Poynting flux based on 10-year averaged electric and magnetic fields
so these latter two terms were neglected in the present paper. In contrast, the Poynting flux associated with waves or fluctuations of the instantaneous E and B fields is likely to be important. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 contain a more complete discussion of the transfer of the electromagnetic field energy to charged particles.
[11] Figure 2 shows the nonrelativistic ion heat flow vector [Rossi and Olbert, 1970] 
in W/m 2 using SI units, where m i is the ion mass. Physically q i is the ion energy flux density as seen in a frame moving at the ion bulk velocity, so is nonzero even when the ion bulk velocity is zero. The heat flux is produced only by an asymmetry of f i (v) in a single vector direction rather than by a simple T k ≠ T ? asymmetry. More information about the average heat fluxes seen in Geotail data was presented in paper 1. Although q i is the only energy transport term that remains when V i = 0, a comparison of Figures 1 and 2 shows that the average q i at |z| < 2.5 R E was substantially smaller than the average Q T . The heat flux is not usually available in satellite data sets and has not been included in most studies of energy transport in the plasma sheet, so this term also is not included in the other figures.
Spatial and ɛ and Dependencies of Q T
[12] Figure 1 shows that Q Ty decreased significantly as |z| increased from |z| < 0.3 R E to 1.5 < |z| < 2.5 R E (the box labeled z = 2.0 R E ). This trend continued with further increases in |z|. Variations in Q Tx are not as clear in Figure 1 as are variations in Q Ty . Figure 3 therefore shows averages of Q Tx over the five y boxes to better illustrate the |z| dependence of Q Tx at each of the four x locations (Figures 3a  and 3b) , and averages over the four x boxes to show the |z| dependence of Q Tx at each of the five y locations (Figures 3c  and 3d) . Figures 3a and 3b show that Q Tx decreased substantially or became negative beyond the |z| box centered at |z| = 2.0 R E at x = À16 and x = À10 R E and that Q Tx in the CPS steadily increased as the Earth was approached. The magnitude of Q Tx became too small to show a clear |z| dependence at the more distant x boxes. Figures 3c and 3d Figure 3. The z dependence of the earthward particle thermal energy flux density when ɛ was high is shown at four x locations when averaged over the five y boxes and at five y locations when averaged over the four x boxes.
show that Q Tx in the CPS was moderately stronger near the flanks than closer to midnight, and that there was not much difference between the average Q Tx on the dawn and dusk sides.
[13] A comparison of the three panels in Figure 4 shows how much the |z| < 2.5 R E averaged Q T increased as ɛ increased. The three panels exhibit qualitatively similar cross-tail transport, though box-to-box fluctuations make the x dependencies less clear. Figures 5 and 6 show more clearly the y dependencies of both Q Tx and Q Ty in the CPS by again averaging over the four x boxes (Figures 5b, 5d, 6b, and 6d) and the x dependencies by averaging over the five CPS y boxes (Figures 5a, 5c , 6a, and 6c). The error bars are the average standard errors based on data in each of the 6 Â 6 R E boxes. It may appear that the standard errors for 4-box or 5-box averages should be about half as large as those for single boxes. However, Figure 4 shows clear patterns rather than random fluctuations in the x and y dependencies of Q T . Since the differences between adjacent boxes primarily represent these systematic rather than random variations, the single box averages are not random independent observations. The error bars therefore represent an overestimate of the standard errors, but not by as much as a factor of two.
[14] Figures 5a and 5b show that the average net Q Tx was consistent with zero when ɛ was low. Similar plots using the moderate ɛ data produced an average Q Tx of 1 mW/m 2 , which still was less than the estimated uncertainties. Significant nonzero Q Tx averages were seen only when ɛ was high (Figures 6a and 6b ). The principal qualitative results when ɛ was high are that the average Q Tx increases as one moves in from x = À28 to x = À10 R E and is larger near the flanks than near midnight.
[15] Both low-ɛ (Figures 5c and 5d ) and high-ɛ (Figures 6c and 6d ) plots again show qualitatively similar average variations in Q Ty . Figures 5c and 6c exhibit the effects of duskward ion cross-tail gradient and curvature drifts that are enhanced in the stronger B fields closer to Earth. Figures 5d and 6d also exhibit effects of reduced field line curvature drift speeds as these ions approach the dusk flank because field lines become more dipolar there. Effects of a drift of ions near midnight toward the neutral sheet from the lobes or plasma sheet boundary layer (PSBL) followed by ion drift away from this midnight CPS source, duskward on the dusk side ( y > 0) and dawnward on the dawn side (y < 0), also are evident [Kaufmann et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2010] . This ion drift away from midnight produces a reversal of Q Ty near the dawn flank and adds to the duskward gradient and curvature drifts on the dusk side. If the component of Q Ty away from midnight is associated with an E Â B drift, this implies an earthward E x on the dawn side and a tailward E x on the dusk side. Finally, Figure 1 shows that the principal contribution to the large average Q Ty seen on the dusk side came from observations made at small |z| near the Earth.
[16] Figure 7 shows how variations of P and of the magnitude of the total average equatorial plane ion bulk flow speed
combine to produce the variations seen in the magnitude of the average equatorial thermal energy flux density
Equation (3) shows that the direction of Q T is the same as the direction of V i , so Figures 1 and 4 also show the direction of V i in each x, y box. Figures 7a, 7c , and 7e show that the average Q T,xy increases even though V i,xy decreases when moving earthward because P i + P e increases so rapidly. In contrast, Figures 7b, 7d , and 7f show that large cross-tail variations in the magnitude of V i,xy dominate over the weak cross-tail variations of P. The increase of the average bulk flow speed and of the average total thermal energy flux density between y = À6 and y = À12 R E are associated with the fact that Figure 7 shows only the magnitudes of the showed that the average value of Q Ty passed through zero somewhere near y = À6 R E . The magnitudes of V i,xy and Q T,xy therefore exhibit minima in this region.
Analysis
[17] The ɛ coupling function was developed to evaluate the rate of energy dissipation in the inner magnetosphere [Perreault and Akasofu, 1978; Kan and Lee, 1979; Akasofu, 1981; 1983] . As is discussed in Appendix A, estimates of the rate of change of energy in the ring current, of the rate at which energy was deposited in the ionosphere by particle precipitation and of the ionospheric Joule heating rate were included.
[18] The average values of ɛ for the low, moderate, and high data sets used in the present study were 6.5, 54 and 340 GW. A comparison of Figures 5 and 6 shows that although Q Ty increased as ɛ increased, the relative change in Q Ty was much smaller than the factor of 50 change in ɛ between the low and high data sets.
[19] The most important information provided by this part of the study involves a comparison of the fraction of the energy dissipated in the inner magnetosphere, as estimated by ɛ, to the rate at which energy was carried earthward by charged particles in the CPS. The use of all |z| < 2.5 R E data or Dz = 5 R E when including both hemispheres and of Dx = Dy = 6 R E yield a 30 R E 2 cross-sectional area for fluxes through the x and y sides of each box. Figures 5a and 6a show the earthward fluxes averaged over the five y boxes at each of four fixed x locations, so the total cross-sectional area for evaluating all earthward flow through these five y boxes is 150 R E 2 . The resulting total earthward energy fluxes for the high-ɛ data set at x = À28, À22, À16 and À10 R E were À4, 23, 40 and 84 GW, respectively. Using the 340 GW estimate of the average dissipation rate when ɛ was high gives estimates of the percentages of the energy fluxes needed to sustain the inner magnetosphere that were being transported earthward by energetic particles through the |z| < 2.5 R E portion of the CPS at the above four x locations of À1%, 7%, 12% and 25%, respectively. Figure 5 . The x and y dependence of Q Tx and of Q Ty averaged over the |z| < 2.5 R E region when ɛ was low.
[20] The low-ɛ data set ( Figure 5a ) gave no useful information about the average earthward energy fluxes and the moderate ɛ data set gave an average earthward Q Tx of 1 mW/m 2 , which was smaller than the AE2 mW/m 2 uncertainty. This corresponds to 10 AE 20% of the energy flux needed to support the corresponding average ɛ = 54 GW. These observations clearly are not sufficiently accurate to draw meaningful quantitative conclusions about the ɛ dependence of Q Tx . However, the above estimates of the percentages of energy fluxes carried by energetic particles when ɛ was moderate and high are consistent with the assumption that Q Tx is proportional to ɛ.
[21] An additional measure of the uncertainties of the above percentage estimates of energy fluxes being transported toward the inner magnetosphere by energetic particles in the CPS was obtained by using data sets containing only points for which the high-ɛ criterion was satisfied for different Dt time intervals preceding each Q T measurement. The figures in the present section were all based on the shortest interval used, Dt = 30 min. The longest Dt used was 7 h, and this gave measured percentages of the estimated required energy fluxes of À3%, 3%, 9% and 18% at x = À28, À22, À16 and À10 R E , respectively. Since substantially fewer data points satisfied the ɛ > 100 GW criterion for a Dt = 7 h duration than for a Dt = 30 min duration, the Dt = 7 h results are more uncertain than are the Dt = 30 min results. A discussion of the cause of the observed increase of earthward energy flux is included in section 4, after results from the electric current portion of this paper have been presented.
Electric Currents
3.1. The x, y Volume Current Density
[22] Figure 8 shows how the long-term averaged x, y volume current density varied in the same four z boxes that were used in Figure 1 . Data taken when ɛ was moderate and Figure 6 . The x and y dependence of Q Tx and of Q Ty averaged over the |z| < 2.5 R E region when ɛ was high. Dt = 2 h were used for this figure. The x and y electric currents were derived using
so depended only upon the magnetic field measurements. This technique was described in paper 2 and in Kaufmann et al. [2002] . The currents dropped off smoothly as |z| increased from the neutral sheet to the 1.5 < |z| < 2.5 R E boxes (Figure 8 ), as did the energy fluxes (Figures 1 and 3 ). Current densities decreased more rapidly as |z| increased beyond this CPS region.
The x, y Sheet Current Density
[23] Figure 9 shows the sheet current density per hemisphere for low, moderate and high ɛ
integrated from z = 0 to |z| = 2.5 R E , again using Dt = 2 h. A comparison of Figures 4 and 9 shows that although both K and Q T increased as ɛ increased, the ɛ dependence of K was much weaker than that of Q T .
[24] One feature seen in Figure 9 is that K was a little larger on the dusk side than on the dawn side in the low-ɛ data set, while this asymmetry was reversed when ɛ was high. As a result, the magnetic field lines would be a little more stretched at dusk when ɛ was low and a little more stretched at dawn when ɛ was high. Figure 1 of paper 2 showed that there was not much difference between the stretching of long-term averaged magnetic field lines on the dawn and dusk sides when data from all ɛ were combined. The strongest sheet current densities were seen slightly duskward of midnight. The above asymmetry may be related to the tendencies for substorm dipolarizations to be centered a little duskward of midnight while the cold dense plasma sheet is most evident near the dawn low latitude boundary layer (LLBL) [Wing et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2006] . At least part of the sheet current drop-off near the flanks in Figure 9 is artificial. The plasma sheet was thickest near the flanks, so extends beyond the |z| = 2.5 R E cutoff used when evaluating K.
Birkeland Currents
[25] As was done in paper 2, the field-aligned or Birkeland currents were evaluated using
and equation (9) to evaluate j. Figure 10 is a sketch showing the sense of region 1 (R1) Birkeland currents Potemra, 1976, 1978] . The signs of j k refer to currents as seen in the northern hemisphere, positive on the dawn side and negative at dusk. Since R1 currents are earthward in both the northern and the southern hemispheres on the dawn side (Figure 10a ), there must be some point along the field line at which j k = 0. Paper 2 showed that in long-term averages this point was near the neutral sheet when data for all IMF directions were combined, as is the case in the present study. The j k = 0 point moved $3 R E from the neutral sheet when using only data taken when the IMF was strongly dawnward or only data taken when the IMF was strongly duskward.
[26] Figure 11 shows the x, y dependence of j k for Dt = 2 h and high ɛ at fixed z distances from the neutral sheet. Each z box is 1 R E thick, centered at the z locations listed on the panels. The presence of positive j k throughout the dawn side and negative j k throughout the dusk side shows that Geotail typically remained in the R1 current system during the period studied.
[27] Paper 2 found that | j k /B|, the current within a unit flux tube, increased reasonably smoothly from zero at z = 0 to a more stable level near |z| = 5 R E . In contrast, Figure 11 illustrates how the long-term averaged j k changes as one moves to larger |z| at a fixed x, y position rather than when moving along B. Since the average j k is zero near the neutral sheet on all field lines, | j k | also begins to increase as one first leaves the neutral sheet while remaining at a fixed x, y. However, the magnetic flux tubes sampled as |z| continues to increase at a fixed x, y extend farther out into the magnetotail, where all electric currents decrease. This effect suggests that the competition between increasing | j k | along any one flux tube and decreasing | j k | as observations are made along flux tubes that extend to the more distant tail may produce a maximum of | j k | at some |z| when x and y remain fixed. Figure 11 shows that, when ɛ was high, the maximum | j k | occurred near |z| = 3 R E throughout the region studied here. Kaufmann et al. [2001] examined a specific example of an orbit during which the plasma sheet was flapping rapidly up and down by several Earth radii while Geotail moved slowly in the mid magnetotail. Figure 11 therefore suggests that a peak in | j k | typically would be observed during disturbed conditions when a satellite is located approximately 3 R E from the neutral sheet.
[28] Figure 11 also shows that the magnitudes of the upgoing currents at dusk were substantially larger than those of the downgoing currents at dawn. If the same amount of current flowed down a flux tube on the dawn side and up a flux tube on the dusk side at the same x, then the ionospheric closure current could be carried solely by an eastward electrojet. Boström [1964] studied the ionospheric closure of Birkeland currents and introduced the possibility of both east/west (Case 1) and north/south (Case 2) ionospheric closure currents. Although the Boström [1964] analysis emphasized current closure for individual auroral arcs, the same two closure possibilities, often referred to as Type 1 and Type 2 mechanisms, also have been used in reference to the much broader R0, R1 and R2 current systems. Figure 8 . The x, y electric volume current density vectors at four z locations in the CPS when ɛ was moderate.
[29] Since Geotail typically remained in the R1 current system, the plasma sheet observations available here do not directly show whether most of the excess upward R1 current on the dusk side closes through the poleward R0 or the equatorward R2 system. Weimer [2001] used ionospheric data to create detailed plots of the dependence on IMF direction of R0, R1 and R2 Birkeland currents. He found that most of the enhanced portion of the dusk side R1 fieldaligned current associated with substorms closed through poleward ionospheric currents to the dusk side R0 system rather than through either equatorward ionospheric currents to the dusk side R2 system or through east-west ionospheric currents to the dawn side R1 system. Figure 11 adds to the results from ionospheric studies by showing that the Birkeland current asymmetry extends throughout the plasma sheet region that was examined here, and also provides quantitative measurements of the strength and x dependence of this asymmetry.
[30] With regard to the ɛ dependence of | j k |, Figure 12 , which used data at |z| = 2 R E , shows that | j k | was substantially weaker when ɛ was low than when ɛ was high. A comparison of Figures 9 and 12 shows that the relative changes of the parallel current densities between low-and high-ɛ data sets usually were larger than the relative changes of perpendicular current densities. However, even the differences between low-and high-ɛ values of | j k | were much smaller than the factor of 50 difference between the average magnitudes of ɛ in the low and high data sets. Finally, the basic structures of the j k plots for low and high ɛ were similar. This suggests that qualitatively similar ionospheric closures of field aligned currents were present under both quiet and disturbed geomagnetic conditions.
Discussion and Summary
Energy Transport
[31] It was previously found that nearly all the net earthward particle energy transport could be attributed the 10% to 20% of time intervals when conditions were most disturbed or when the average bulk flow speeds were highest [Baumjohann et al., 1990; Angelopoulos et al., 1994] . Paper 1 showed that the thermal energy flux density Q T during disturbed geomagnetic periods was the dominant mechanism driving the earthward transport of energy by charged . Total x, y sheet current density per hemisphere at |z| < 2.5 R E when ɛ was (a) low, (b) moderate, and (c) high.
particles in the plasma sheet. These energy transport rates were so variable that no clear spatial dependence of Q Tx could be determined when the ɛ solar wind-magnetosphere coupling function was low or moderate. Energy transport during these periods appeared to involve nearly equal average rates of earthward (positive Q Tx ) and tailward plasma transport. However, both the fraction of time associated with positive Q Tx and the average magnitude of Q Tx were largest during disturbed conditions earthward of x = À25 R E [Kaufmann and Paterson, 2006; paper 1] . This predominance of earthward over tailward transport increased at lower altitudes [Baumjohann et al., 1989 [Baumjohann et al., , 1990 .
[32] Figure 6a showed the net average earthward particle energy transport steadily increasing from nearly zero at x = À28 R E to 25% of ɛ at x = À10 R E , near the Geotail perigee. If ɛ provides an accurate estimate of the rate at which energy was dissipated in the inner magnetosphere and ionosphere, then this result implies that the remaining energy input either comes from regions other than the portion of the CPS that was studied here or from other mechanisms. These other sources could include the dayside and polar magnetosphere, portions of the plasma sheet beyond |z| = 2.5 R E , and other energy transport mechanisms such as the energy carried by waves or other fluctuations. It was found that the average Figure 11 . The x, y distribution of Birkeland currents at four z locations in the CPS when ɛ was high. Positive currents are downgoing.
Q Tx was largest near the flanks, which tend to be thicker than the midnight plasma sheet. Integrals to determine the average Q T in each box were carried out only to |z| = 2.5 R E in order to avoid including any PSBL or lobe data, so a significant fraction of the total energy flux near the flanks is not included in our averaged data (Figures 4-6) .
[33] Cross-tail transport Q Ty was less strongly dependent on ɛ than was Q Tx , increasing only by about a factor of two as ɛ increased by a factor of 50, from averages of 6.5 GW during quiet periods to 340 GW during disturbed periods (Figures 5c, 5d, 6c, and 6d ). This y component involved a combination of duskward gradient and curvature drift effects and a drift in the CPS away from midnight toward both flanks. The magnitude of Q Ty was relatively small near the flanks. At least some of this reduction can be attributed to the observation that the curvature drift decreases near the flanks because B becomes more dipolar.
Reconnection and Particle Acceleration
[34] When the IMF is southward, dawn to dusk electric fields are associated with both the drift of magnetosheath particles into a subsolar reconnection region and with the drift of plasma sheet particles into a magnetotail reconnection region. Figure 13 is a sketch showing these aspects of a simplified 2-D magnetosphere model. This particular figure illustrates reconnection of closed CPS rather than open lobe flux tubes [Kaufmann and Paterson, 2006] . The blue curves are closed magnetic field lines with both ends connected to the ionosphere, the yellow curves are open magnetic field lines that reach into the magnetosheath or solar wind, and the green curves represent a detached plasmoid. The straight dashed lines with arrows indicate bulk flow directions. The IMF is southward and E points from dawn to dusk throughout the sketch. The red box in the tail represents a small reconnection region. Reconnection in Figure 13 is pictured as a process that both alters the topology of magnetic field lines and also is analogous to the opening of a valve that diverts some plasma from the outer plasma sheet toward the Earth and some plasma away from the Earth where it forms a plasmoid.
[35] Figure 13 shows only the large-scale fields external to the small reconnection and associated diffusion regions. Fields are different and more complicated within the red box [Teh et al., 2011] . This figure is included because it may seem inconsistent to attribute to reconnection the smooth increase in long-term averaged earthward particle energy transport rates from nearly zero at x = À28 R E to 25% of ɛ at x = À10 R E . Reconnection events have rarely been seen Figure 12 . The x, y distribution of Birkeland currents at z = 2 R E for the (a) low, (b) moderate, and (c) high ɛ data sets. Figure 13 . Sketch of open (yellow), closed (blue), and plasmoid (green) field lines, and of particle bulk flows (dashed lines) associated with a reconnection region (red) in the magnetotail. between x = À16 and À10 R E [Ieda et al., 1998 ], where the charged particle energy transport rate was increasing rapidly.
[36] The importance of reconnection is not restricted to the local acceleration of those particles that happen to be located in the small reconnection box while a flux tube is passing through this region. The change in flux tube geometry also is very important. When two parts of the outermost blue closed flux tube in Figure 13 undergo reconnection, the earthward portions combine to form the lower entropy flux tube immediately earthward of the reconnection region plus part of the plasmoid tailward of the reconnection region [Wolf et al., 2009; Kaufmann and Paterson, 2011] . After reconnection, the field lines that are located near the equator and immediately earthward of the reconnection box have a very small radius of curvature, so the enhanced dawnward curvature drift of electrons and duskward curvature drift of ions will create a strong earthward j Â B force. The resulting collapse of the stretched flux tubes adiabatically accelerates all plasma enclosed in the earthward moving flux tubes rather than just those particles that actually passed through the small reconnection region. The speed of the earthward moving flux tube finally decreases as it moves into regions with stronger, more dipolar B fields with their associated reduced earthward j Â B force, and as the entropy in each unit flux tube approaches that of nearby flux tubes. Birn et al. [2009] presented results from simulations that illustrate these stages of particle injection during substorms. The simple model we previously used [Kaufmann and Paterson, 2006] required the combination of heat input during reconnection and adiabatic heating during the collapse of stretched flux tubes to explain the spatial structure of the longterm averaged plasma measurements seen by the Geotail detectors.
Alternative Viewpoint
[37] It is possible to carry out a more intuitive study of the energy being transferred in the CPS from the average electric field to charged particles. In ideal MHD the average electric field is
where V is the common component of the bulk velocity of both ions and electrons. Since Figures 8 and 9 showed that the electric current is primarily in the y direction,
produces most of the particle energization. On Geotail the measurements of V iz involve more uncertainty than do measurements of V ix and V iy because the spin axis points generally in the z direction. As a result, each detector that spins with the satellite alternately makes measurements of V ix and V iy . However, each detector on Geotail can detect individual ions only with positive v iz or only with negative v iz . Small differences in a pair of detectors looking generally parallel and generally antiparallel to the spin axis therefore can create errors in measurements of V iz . When northern and southern hemisphere data are folded together the resulting average V iz can be reduced even though a north-south bias may exist in the data. For example, using the high-ɛ data set at |z| < 2.5 R E averaged over all x, y locations gave V ix = 10 km/s and V iy = 12 km/s. Folding data from the two hemispheres together resulted in V iz = 1 km/s toward the neutral sheet. However, when the data were not folded together V iz exhibited a southward bias of 5.5 km/s. This bias tends to cancel when the data are folded together because B x has opposite signs in the two hemispheres, while the biased portion of V iz does not.
[38] Figure 14a shows the estimates of E y for each x, y box based on the assumptions discussed above. The total cross tail potential drop obtained when potential drops in the five y boxes were added gave DF = 25, 29, 24 and 12 kV at x = À28, À22, À16 and À10 R E , respectively. [39] Combining the estimates of E y in Figure 14a with the measurements of K y in Figure 14b gives
( Figure 14c ) as a crude estimate, based only on the cross-tail current and electric field, of the average rate at which energy is being transferred from long-term averaged electromagnetic fields to charged particles in each 6 R E Â 6 R E Â 5 R E box. In equation (14) U y is in GW per box, A xy is the x, y area of each 6 Â 6 R E box, K y is the sheet current density at |z| < 2.5 R E per hemisphere in mA/m, the factor of 2 is to include both hemispheres, and E y is in mV/m. In this paper the U variables indicate the total energy in a specified volume (Watts) while the Q variables indicate the energy flux density in W/m 2 . The subscript on U y is intended to indicate that only the y components of E and K were used. Adding the contributions for the five y boxes at each of the four x locations gives U y = 14, 22, 25 and 12 GW at x = À28, À22, À16 and À10 R E , respectively. These estimates can be compared with the estimates of the changes in earthward particle thermal energy fluxes obtained in section 2.3. Based on Figure 6a , the resulting estimated energy fluxes increased by 27 GW between x = À28 and À22 R E , by 17 GW between x = À22 and À16 R E , and by 44 GW between x = À16 and À10 R E .
[40] Usage of the K y E y product to estimate this particular particle kinetic energy source emphasizes the concept that even though reconnection takes place in relatively small regions well away from the region in which Figure 6a shows that the largest changes in particle energy transport are observed, much of the acceleration process can be attributed to the flux tube collapse and the associated extended region of large cross tail currents and electric fields.
Energization: Limitations and Summary
[41] The principal goal of this portion of the project was limited to estimating the fraction of the energy dissipated in the inner magnetosphere and ionosphere that was associated with the earthward bulk flow of energetic particles in the rectangular box defined by À30 < x < À8 R E , À15 < y < 15 R E , À2.5 < z < 2.5 R E . Paper 1 had shown that Q T , the energetic particle thermal energy flux density, was much larger than Q B , the particle bulk flow energy density and Q EM , the average Poynting flux associated with only the long-term averaged E and B fields.
[42] With regard to the full Poynting flux, it is necessary to note that many plasma sheet parameters are characterized by fluctuations that greatly exceed their average values. For example, long-term averages of the 1-min measurements of V ix and V iy were on the order of 10 km/s, while the individual measurements of V ix and V iy typically exceeded 100 km/s. Velocities averaged over shorter intervals were even larger [Baumjohann et al., 1990] . This shows that even though the long-term averaged energy flow terms studied here that are associated with the bulk flow of particles is important, a study of the energy carried by waves or other fluctuations also is critical to a full understanding of energy transport in the CPS. Goertz and Smith [1989] suggested that a major source of energy flowing into the CPS could be attributed to waves or fluctuations generated near the PSBL. The importance to energy transport associated with the waves or fluctuations seen near the tail magnetopause and LLBL has been studied by Johnson and Cheng [2001] and Johnson and Wing [2009] .
[43] The portion of this study that used equation (14) to estimate the energy transfer rate was limited by the fact that large x, y boxes were needed to produce reasonably smooth variations of the measured parameters between adjacent boxes. Use of such large boxes limited the accuracy of j and K as calculated using equations (9) and (10), and therefore of K y used in equation (14). As was noted in section 4.3, data limitations restricted the accuracy of the estimates of E y , while terms involving E x and E z were totally neglected.
[44] An important source or sink that is needed to study the total energy budget for the CPS region involves particle drifts in the y and z directions. Only drift in the x direction was studied here. Figures 1-6 all show that long-term averaged thermal energy flowed out of the CPS in the y direction at both dawn and dusk, but our lack of reliable data in the lobes and mantle do not permit a study of even the long-term averaged thermal energy flow into the CPS in the z direction.
[45] The use of ɛ as an estimate of the rate at which energy is dissipated in the ring current and ionosphere provides another limitation to this study. Akasofu [1981] discussed the crude nature of some of the assumptions made to normalize ɛ so that it would provide a reasonable estimate of the desired energy dissipation rate. Many other solar windmagnetosphere coupling functions have been developed more recently (Appendix A), several of which exhibited better correlations than ɛ with various geomagnetic indices and other parameters that are easily measured. However, none of these has been developed using comparisons with magnetospheric data to the point that it provides a reliable quantitative estimate of the energy dissipation rate in the inner magnetosphere.
[46] The limitations inherent in the present analysis show that it is not possible to use the available Geotail data to adequately study all the potential sources and losses of energy from the CPS region. The energy carried by electromagnetic waves and fluctuations is probably the largest topic for which no data were available, but large uncertainties in some of the long-term averaged measurements also were listed. These limitations are the reason why this part of the report was focused on a comparison of the rate at which energy was being transported earthward by the long-term averaged bulk motion of energetic particles to the long-term averaged rate at which energy was being dissipated in the inner magnetosphere and ionosphere, as estimated by the ɛ solar wind-magnetosphere coupling function. The principal result was that essentially no net average earthward energy transport was associated with the bulk motion of energetic particles at x = À28 R E and that this earthward energy transport reached 25% of ɛ at x = À10 R E .
Electric Currents: Discussion and Summary
[47] The total CPS sheet current density K x,y was evaluated by integrating equation (10) out to |z| = 2.5 R E . The electric current could be evaluated for low, moderate, and high ɛ because the ɛ dependence of K x,y was weak. The only unanticipated feature seen was that K x,y was slightly larger near the dusk than near the dawn flank when ɛ was low but slightly larger near the dawn than near the dusk flank when ɛ was high. This difference may be associated with the tendency for substorms, bursty bulk flows and the associated dipolarization events to occur on the dusk side.
[48] The study of Birkeland currents j k produced more interesting results. Paper 2 showed that the average j k was zero near the neutral sheet when data taken at all IMF directions were combined, as was done in the present study. The average | j k | increased relatively smoothly when moving away from the neutral sheet along a magnetic field line. The present paper showed that the average | j k | also initially increased when moving away from the neutral sheet while keeping x and y fixed, reached a maximum that typically was near |z| = 3 R E when ɛ was high, and then decreased. The decrease occurred because a satellite at a fixed x, y would move into flux tubes that extended farther out into the tail as the satellite's |z| location increased. All currents decreased in these more distant flux tubes. Since satellites in the mid plasma sheet tend to move slowly, it is primarily the rapid flapping in the z direction of the plasma sheet that will cause the distance from the neutral sheet and therefore | j k | at mid tail satellites to change.
[49] The average Birkeland currents seen throughout the region that could be studied were in the R1 sense, downgoing on the dawn side and upgoing on the dusk side. This R1 current sense was evident in the low and moderate ɛ plots as well as in the high-ɛ plots (Figure 12 ). An asymmetry associated with the observation that upgoing currents at any given x location on the dusk side were substantially more intense than the downgoing currents at the same x location on the dawn side also was seen. The average ratio of maximum upward to maximum downward | j k | was 1.7, and this asymmetry extended from x = À30 R E to x = À10 R E . The Birkeland current strengths decreased as ɛ decreased, with | j k | in the low-ɛ data set being less than half as large as | j k | when ɛ was high (Figure 12) . However, the average maximum upward to downward | j k | ratios seen in the low-and moderate-ɛ data sets were not significantly different from those when ɛ was high. One limitation produced by the use of long-term averages is that even though the satellite typically was in the R1 current system, it may have spent a significant fraction of the observation time within either R0 or R2 systems. If this took place more often on the dawn than on the dusk side, it could have contributed to the reduced average | j k | on the dawn side.
[50] The locations of peak | j k | were different for the low-, moderate-, and high-ɛ data sets. Downward currents on the dawn side consistently increased when moving earthward to x = À10 R E , with most peaks seen at y = À6 R E . However, peaks in upward | j k | on the dusk side moved from x = À16 R E when ɛ was low down to or earthward of x = À10 R E as ɛ increased to moderate and high. The |z| location of maximum upward | j k | was at |z| = 3 R E when ɛ was high (Figure 11 ) but moved outward to |z| = 4 R E when ɛ was moderate and to |z| = 5 R E when ɛ was low. The maximum downward | j k | was centered between |z| = 3 R E and |z| = 4 R E when ɛ was moderate or high, and moved out to |z| = 4 R E when ɛ was low.
[51] The imbalance between the R1 downgoing | j k | on the dawn side and the R1 upgoing | j k | on the dusk side has been studied primarily in the ionosphere, where R0, R1 and R2 current systems all can be observed. Weimer [2001] showed that the increased upgoing R1 currents that appeared in the night side premidnight ionosphere as the AL index became increasingly negative were primarily closed by an increase of the downgoing night side premidnight R0 currents rather than by an increase of the downgoing night side premidnight R2 currents or the downgoing postmidnight R1 currents. Since the Geotail data used here did not typically come from the R0 current region, the present paper could not directly observe this closure path.
[52] The large x, y box size also makes it difficult to determine whether any influence of the Harang discontinuity was seen. Only data at x < À8 R E were used in this study. Data used to produce averages in the box centered at x = À10 R E , y = 0 therefore came from radial distances as small as 8 R E . Data at the near-Earth edges of the boxes centered at x = À10 R E , y = AE6 R E typically came from radial distances of 10 R E , while these box centers were at radial distances of nearly 12 R E . Only weak evidence could be seen of any tendency for field lines to become more dipolar in these boxes at the smallest radial distances. One feature that was clear was that field lines near midnight were much more stretched when ɛ was low than when ɛ was high. This trend was strongest for the runs using the largest Dt values, as would be expected, since the data in these runs required ɛ to have remained either very low or very high for the most extended time periods.
[53] Previous magnetotail mapping studies [Kaufmann et al., 1990 [Kaufmann et al., , 1993 showed that the premidnight R0 flux tubes that appear most likely to have supplied the excess upgoing j k would reach the mantle or lobe tailward of or at larger |z| locations than could be studied with the available data. The full path for these excess duskside currents therefore appears to be upward along duskside R1 flux tubes, toward larger |z| and possibly toward the LLBL in the tail, downward along these duskside R0 flux tubes to the ionosphere, and then northward or southward in the ionosphere to the bottom of the original R1 flux tubes.
Appendix A: Coupling Functions
[54] The entire set of solar wind-magnetosphere coupling functions examined by [Newell et al., 2007] was originally considered for use in this project. Of all these, the ɛ function [Perreault and Akasofu, 1978; Kan and Lee, 1979; Akasofu, 1981 Akasofu, , 1983 
in SI units was selected. This choice was made so it would be possible to estimate the fraction of the total rate at which energy was being dissipated or stored in the inner magnetosphere and ionosphere could be attributed to the energy that was being carried earthward by energetic particles in the CPS. Details of the properties of ɛ that are important to this study are described below.
[55] The ɛ function was developed as an energy-coupling index based on solar wind measurements. The normalization used to make the resulting estimate quantitative involved adjusting the l 0 parameter in (A1) to 7 R E . Physically l 0 2 is an effective cross section for entry of the solar wind energy flux into the magnetosphere. The l 0 parameter was selected so that ɛ would be approximately equal to U T , the energy consumption rate of the entire inner magnetosphere and ionosphere. Three terms were summed to estimate U T : U R , the rate of change of energy in the symmetric ring current, U J , the ionospheric Joule heating rate, and U A , the rate at which precipitating auroral particle energy was dissipated in the ionosphere.
[56] The ring current term U R was estimated using the Dessler, Parker, Sckopke relation [Dessler and Parker, 1959; Sckopke, 1966] 
where K R in Joules is the total kinetic energy of all trapped particles in the ring current, K m = 8 Â 10 13 J is the energy in the undisturbed magnetic field above the Earth's surface, B R is the reduction of the magnetic field at the Earth due to trapped particles, and B 0 = 3 Â 10 4 nT is the undisturbed magnetic field at the Earth's equator. It was assumed that B R ¼ Dst , where Dst is the magnitude of the Dst index including a correction for the solar wind pressure given by Siscoe et al. [1968] . These substitutions give K R ¼ 4 Â 10 13 Dst with Dst in nT and K R in J. The rate at which the total energy of the ring current particles was changing is
with U R in GW, where it was assumed that Dst decays with a lifetime t R seconds. The values used for t R were 1 h when ɛ > 500 GW and 20 h when ɛ < 500 GW. In most cases studied, which concentrated on active periods, U R was the dominant term in the estimates of U T .
[57] Results from several early studies of the rate at which all precipitating energetic particles deposited energy into the ionosphere were used to estimate that U A = 0.1 AE GW, where the AE index is in nT. The Joule heating rate also was assumed to be linearly proportional to the AE index. Ground measurements of the auroral electrojets were used to estimate that U J = 0.2 AE GW, or twice U A . More recently, Guo et al. [2012] concluded that the U J /U A ratio is $3 and found that (U J + U A )/ɛ decreases substantially as ɛ increases. The three components of U T were evaluated using ground measurements during many quiet and disturbed intervals to adjust l 0 so that ɛ ≅ U T . During the most intense geomagnetic storms ɛ typically was larger than U T , so it was concluded that the linear relationships were not valid during these relatively rare events. It was suggested that this feature may be associated with an increased direct loss of energy entering the magnetosphere that is carried by plasmoids moving to the distant magnetotail rather than to the injection of this energy into the inner magnetosphere and ionosphere.
[58] Vasyliunas et al. [1982] showed that a set of simple dimensionally consistent coupling functions can be written as
An expression in this form can be produced by replacing the length dependence l 0 in (A1) by the Chapman Ferraro length
In the above expressions, M E is the Earth's magnetic dipole moment, r and V are the solar wind mass density and bulk velocity, respectively,
is the Alfvén Mach number and B T is the component of B perpendicular to V. The simplification involved assuming that ionospheric conductivity and finite gyroradius effects could be neglected in the dimensionless function that is present in the energy injection rate expression
where a = 1 to get a dimensionally consistent version of ɛ. This revised version of ɛ contains B T 2 instead of B 2 and uses G(q) = 4p sin 4 (q/2). The revisions introduced an additional (rV 2 ) À1/3 = p k À1/3 dependence on solar wind parameters into the modified ɛ, where p k is the kinetic pressure of the solar wind on a perfectly reflecting subsolar magnetosphere. Akasofu [1981] defined a similar version of ɛ without the change from B 2 to B T 2 , calling it ɛ′, by substituting l CF 2 for l 0 2 . However, he found that the differences between ɛ and ɛ′ were small and, in light of the crude approximations used to estimate U T , concluded that the simpler ɛ function was adequate as a first approximation to the rate at which energy is dissipated in the inner magnetosphere and ionosphere.
[59] Most of the other coupling functions examined by Newell et al. [2007] were not intended to evaluate an energy injection rate. Several functions, such as the one introduced by Wygant et al. [1983] VB T sin 4 q=2 ð Þ;
which was supplemented by saturation and decay time effects, and the function introduced by Newell et al. [2007] dF
where B MP is the magnetic field just inside the magnetopause, had dimensions of an electric field.
[60] Most electric field coupling functions were developed to study either the polar cap potential or the rate at which magnetic flux is opened at the magnetopause. These electric field functions could be converted to functions with energy transport dimensions by multiplying them by M E /l, where l is a length such as either a constant or the Chapman Ferraro length. As was noted in connection with the difference between ɛ and ɛ′, the introduction of anything except a constant length changes the dependence of the modified coupling function on solar wind parameters such as r and V. The reason why these coupling functions were not used in the present study is because an extensive effort would be needed to normalize any converted electric field function to a function that would provide a quantitative estimate of the rate at which power was being dissipated in the region of interest.
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